Abstract: This article focuses on the design of intelligent transportation systems in the construction of the smart urban. Learning from the wisdom of traffic building programs, the paper is given the overall design of intelligent transportation process based on location big data. Lanzhou City was analyzed and designed using this method. The collected GPS big data was deeply excavated and analyzed through the mathematical model. Thus the clear city traffic analysis chart was got to predict the traffic flow. In the end the intelligent transportation was realized in the smart city.
INTRODUCTION
The arrival of the "smart city" is not only changing the quality of life of personal information, but also can be applied to urban public safety, manufacturing production, environmental monitoring, intelligent traffic, intelligent home, environmental monitoring and other fields. It can make full use of the social resources. It can greatly promote the enterprise to reduce the cost. It can make the government improve public service ability and city management efficiency. [1] [2] [3] From the point of the architecture of the smart city the wisdom of the city is based on the technology of the Internet of things, so the architecture of the smart city is similar to the internet of things. It is divided into four layers which are the perception layer, transport layer, system layer and application layer.
The goal of the intelligent transportation system (ITS) is using the communication system to closely combine the transport system of people, vehicles and road. Advanced traffic control system and advanced traffic management system are required to provide real-time traffic flow information. Traffic flow analysis is an important research content in the transportation system. The traditional traffic flow model is described the traffic flow state variables (velocity, density and flow) with the change of time and space. [4] [5] From the research of traffic flow, the research method of traffic flow is developed from the empirical method to the research method based on physical model and the mathematical model. Finally it returns to the initial empirical method.The Fig.1 is shown the platform of the location big data. [6] [7] [8] All study is based on the data. The location big data is studied through this platform. There are four steps which are data acquisition, data analysis, data calculation and data visualization. The intelligent transportation on business analysis can be got through those process. The way of studying methods Intelligent transportation system (ITS) is a very large system. Because the ITS has the character of complexity and stability, the quality of traffic data acquisition is difficult to guarantee. The architecture diagram for the study is shown in Fig.2 . Location big data especially trajectory data analysis, the general requirements of the data set with a higher sampling rate, so it often need a simple interpolation of trajectory data, namely the use of effective interpolation algorithm of missing or unknown trajectory to repair, to recover the complete trajectory curve. According to the interpolation algorithm there are linear interpolation and nonlinear interpolation. At present, there are a lot of interpolation algorithms including the inverse distance weighted interpolation method, nearest neighbor interpolation method, moving average method, local polynomial method and so on. The performance of trajectory reconstruction is compared with the performance of different interpolation algorithms, so the best method of data preprocessing is found to lay the foundation for the forecast of traffic flow. are also missing, the local polynomial method can be used to merge interpolation. Suppose the snapshot data of the vehicle is collected periodically. The time interval is τ and selected data points are k, and then the 2k-1 sub polynomial is constructed. (1) As is shown in equation (1) ) 
In the formula (2): the expression for the position to be found is k x . Thus, the vehicle can be calculated in the missing trajectory segment.
Reconstruction of whole space-time trajectory
The time to the position trajectory can be extended to the three-dimensional space to increase the speed or density variable. We can obtain the three-dimensional vehicle trajectory. The reconstruction of the whole space-time trajectory is based on the vehicle trajectory and used the correlation interpolation algorithm to reconstruct the unknown trajectories in the space. The steps of trajectory reconstruction algorithm is as follows: we select t ∆ and x ∆ to time position plane grid,
We use nearest neighbor algorithm, anti distance weighted algorithm or moving average interpolation to calculate the grid on each point corresponding to the velocity values and reconstruct the velocity curved surface.
The characteristic parameters extraction used wavelet transform
The primary analysis of the location big data is extracted the value from the local subjects, so it is namely the initial feature extraction. In traffic flow theory the traffic characteristics may be described and analyzed from the micro and macro two angles. The nature of wavelet de-noising problem is a function approximation problem. To find the best approximation of the original signal to complete distinction between the original signal and the noise signal. Wavelet de-noising is a signal filtering problem. The wavelet de-noising can be seen as a low-pass filter, but after de-noising it can also successfully retain signal characteristics. For this reason the wavelet method is better than the traditional low-pass filter. The principle is shown in Fig.3 . The smart city of Lanzhou is mainly studied from the data layer research. We studied the traffic operation status from the aspects of investment and real-time traffic to provide decision for the managers. Designed scheme of intelligent traffic system is shown in Fig.4 .
As is shown in the figure, the design of the intelligent traffic system can be divided into three layers to build: perception layer, data layer and application layer. Perception layer includes a data acquisition system, which is mainly using a variety of detectors and sensors for detection of real-time traffic; data layer includes database system, which involves the investment on traffic analysis, transport production analysis and real-time traffic analysis; application layer mainly includes the application of intelligent traffic processing layer. It is responsible for the analysis of traffic big data processing, traffic control and guidance system, so convenient transportation wizard is provided for people.
Conclusion
Project supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China(61461027). Intelligent transportation is in the field of transportation to take advantage of networking, space perception, cloud computing, mobile Internet and other new generation of information technology. It is taken the big data as the core technology to form problem analysis model. To promote the operation and development of transportation safer, more efficient, more convenient, more economical and more comfortable driving ways the study of location big data is wildly studied.
